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Church of England Vision for Education

Deeply Christian, Serving the Common Good



What’s happening to our values?

• Democracy
• Rule of law
• Individual liberty
• Mutual tolerance and 

respect for those
with different faiths and 
beliefs



Universal values?



Universal values?



Universal values?

“There is no detectable connection between advancing 
globalisation and the spread of liberal values. Liberals resist this 
because it empties their lives of significance. For them liberalism 
is a surrogate religion, providing the sustaining illusion that their 
values express the meaning of history.”
John Gray, New Statesman



Universal values?

“Modern liberalism is a late growth from Jewish and Christian 
monotheism. It is from these religious traditions – more than 
anything in Greek philosophy – that liberal values of toleration 
and freedom have sprung. If these values were held to be 
universal, it was because they were believed to be ordained by 
God. Most liberals nowadays are secular in outlook, yet they 
continue to believe that their values are humanly universal.”
John Gray, New Statesman



Values arise out of narratives

Thick narratives Thin narratives



Narratives of education: thick or thin?

• Utilitarian – information and skills for economic performance

• Competitive – winners and losers in a harsh employment 
market

• Individualistic – you succeed or fail on your own

• Reductionist – human beings are what they achieve and what 
they earn



The thick narrative of Christian faith

“The God of all creation is concerned with everything related 
to education – wisdom, truth and knowledge; the learning 
and teaching of understanding, virtues and habits that shape 
individuals, families and communities; the worth of each 
person; what is passed on from one generation to another; in 
whom and what people trust; what people hope for; and 
more. All things and all people are intrinsically related to Jesus 
Christ, and that sets the horizon within which he is to be 
understood and followed.”



Educating for life in all its fullness

“I came that they may have life, and have it abundantly” (John 10.10)

Signs of abundance in John’s Gospel:

• Wedding at Cana, multiplication of the loaves and fishes, raising of Lazarus, 
miraculous catch

• Unexpected, not seen by everyone, miraculous, transformative, inexhaustible



Educating for life in all its fullness

• Educating for wisdom, knowledge and skills: enabling discipline, confidence and   
delight in seeking wisdom and knowledge, and developing talents in all areas of life.

• Educating for hope and aspiration: enabling healing, repair and renewal, coping 
wisely with things and people going wrong, opening horizons and guiding people into 
ways of fulfilling them.

• Educating for community and life together: a core focus on relationships, 
participation in communities and the qualities of character that enable people to 
flourish together.

• Educating for respect and dignity: the basic principle of respect for the value and 
preciousness of each person, treating each person as a unique individual of inherent 
worth.



The Church of England Vision for Education

Thin Thick

Utilitarian Wisdom (for living well)

Competitive Hope (through forgiveness and grace)

Individualistic Life together (we are created for 
community)

Reductionist Dignity (of each person)



Deep or distinctive?

The vision is deeply Christian, with the promise by Jesus of ‘life in all its fullness’ (John 
10:10) at its heart. At the same time, it is accessible to those of all faiths and none. ‘Life 
in all its fullness’ embraces the spiritual, physical, intellectual, emotional, moral and 
social development of children and young people. 

It offers a vision of human flourishing for all, one that embraces excellence and 
academic rigour, but sets them in a wider framework.



Educating for Wisdom, Knowledge and Skills

“And Jesus increased in wisdom” (Luke 2.52)

• A rich tradition that has evolved over time encompassing relationship to the environment, 
history, culture, law, politics, art, and so on.

• A tradition that is shaped through questioning, imagining and daring exploration, combining 
continuity and innovation.

• Enabling disagreement and hospitality.



Educating for Hope and Aspiration

“An encounter with Jesus Christ and with Christian faith and practice in a way that 
enhances their lives.” (p.16)

• God-given potential of each child with special consideration given to those who are 
disadvantaged.

• Hope that wrongdoing and sin, suffering, evil and death are not the last word. Emphasis on 
resurrection and redemption.

• Vital opportunity provided by collective worship.



Educating for Community and Living Together

“Jesus embodies the centrality of relationships in love, compassion, generosity, truth-
telling, forgiveness, and gathering a community.” (p.16)

• Each school is to be hospitable community, expressed in flourishing of teachers and pupils 
together.

• Connected to the wider community of the Church and partnerships with other churches and faith 
communities.



Educating for Dignity and Respect

“Each person created in the image of God and loved by God.” (p.18)

• Safeguarding, prevention of bullying, special educational needs and disabilities.

• Blessing, creativity, joy, reconciling, glory.

• “The ultimate horizon for human dignity is the intensity of eternal life in communion with God, 
enjoyed with others in the loving, infinitely creative and attractive presence of the God of glory” 
(p.20).


